GIN EXPERIENCE
GIN
Gin is provenance; it looks to the natural world for flavour, aroma and sensation.
Gin is the quintessential cocktail ingredient, and since the turn of the twentieth
century has been a bartender’s favourite cocktail spirit. It is a beacon for
sophistication and style, yet is founded upon mayhem and grit.
Gin is a delicious spirit; it runs the gamut of fresh, vibrant and
zesty, to floral, soft and delicate.

THE GIN GARNISH GUIDE
Every gin has its own flavour profile and your choice of garnish can make or
break your gin and tonic. Garnishes typically either match and harmonise with
a gin’s key flavours or contrast and balance them. For example, Boodles Gin
includes no citrus botanicals in the distillation in anticipation of being served
with a lemon garnish. We’ve given accessible options and two suggestions where
possible, based on our tastings and the distiller’s suggested ‘perfect serve’.
Ultimately there is no ‘correct’ choice of garnish or ‘perfect serve’ and it comes
down to your own preferences, so take this guide as a starting point and the
beginning of your experiments on how to serve each gin!

All prices are in Malaysian Ringgit and are subject to 10% service charge

THE MIXERS BY FENTIMANS
All Gins come with selection of natural botanically brewed mixer by Fentimans

Fentimans Connoisseurs Tonic Water
This versatile tonic has been specially created with a delicate infusion of natural
botanicals and quinine for a clean and balanced taste. The delicate flavour profile
enhances and amplifies the beautiful botanicals of premium spirits, letting the
spirit be the hero.

Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic Water
The world’s first botanically brewed tonic water is made with a blend of herbal
infusions and lemongrass extract which creates a refreshing and unique tonic
water.

Fentimans Pink Grapefruit Tonic Water
Made with ruby red grapefruit and quinine for a tonic that is refreshingly dry and
crisp. Mix with Gin or Vodka for a refreshing and zesty long drink. No artificial
sweeteners, flavourings or preservatives.

Fentimans Botanical Tonic Water
A complex mixer containing a delicate combination of floral and herbal flavours.
Earthy notes of Hyssop and Myrtle are counterbalanced by a natural sweetness
and the sharpness of Quinine.

Fentimans Valencian Orange Tonic Water
Made with beautifully sweet Valencian oranges and infused with Lemongrass, this
mixer is perfectly rounded with a hint of quinine for a refreshing and aromatic
tonic water. Pairs perfectly with citrus and herbaceous gins.

Fentimans Oriental Yuzu Tonic Water
Bright, vibrant and citrusy. Oriental Yuzu Tonic is a refreshing and uplifting
mixer. Infused with Yuzu extracts with subtle herbal undertones. Ideal for mixing
with a strong London Dry or botanically rich gins. Serve over ice and garnish
with a lemon twist.

All prices are in Malaysian Ringgit and are subject to 10% service charge

THE MIXERS BY FEVER-TREE
Optional selection of premium natural botanically brewed mixer by Fever-Tree
with only MYR8 on top of gin selections.

Fever-Tree Premium Indian Tonic Water
Recommended for any style of Gins
Uses a handful of different botanicals, including distinctive natural quinine and
oils from Mexican Bitter Oranges, to give a uniquely clean and refreshing taste
and aroma.

Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic Water
Recommended for citrus driven & herbaceous Gins
By blending the essential oils from the flowers, fruits and herbs that have gathered
from around the Mediterranean shores with rosemary and lemon thyme, have
created delicate, floral tonic water.

Fever-Tree Elderflower Tonic Water
Recommended for fresh & floral Gins
The delicate and sweet flavor of elderflower petals from Gloucestershire is
perfectly balanced by the soft bitterness of the quinine, which pairs perfectly
with fresh and floral gins.

Fever-Tree Aromatic Tonic Water
Recommended for juniper rich & robust Gins
Ginger and cardamom give a gentle spice and the Madagascan vanilla adds a
delicate sweetness. The result is a uniquely refreshing aromatic flavour that has
a dry and clean finish, with beautiful citrus notes.

All prices are in Malaysian Ringgit and are subject to 10% service charge

THE BITTERS BY THE BITTER TRUTH
In the golden age of the American cocktail, bitters were an essential ingredient
and there were a vast array of flavours to choose from. Bitters complement and
embellish the flavour of well-made mixed drinks and they were carefully crafted
with this in mind. Enhance your drinks with couple dash of The Bitter Truth, it
provides balance and depth.

Aromatic
Bogart’s Bitters
World’s first mentioned bitters in cocktails – Classic Martinis dating back to
1862. A delicious mix of dark spice, chocolate, coffee and herb notes makes this an
engaging and refined addition to any cocktail.

Savory
Cucumber Bitters
These fresh cucumber notes are accompanied by a light bitterness and herbal notes
of rosemary, thyme and lingering floral notes of summer blossoms. With a golden
amber colour, these bitters are peppery, with earthy fruity curious aromas of
marinated cucumbers and fleur de sel and squash finish.

Fruity
Orange Bitters
A traditional marmalade scent sets off act one on the nose. This is followed by a
cacophony of clove, cinnamon and nutmeg. At first taste, cardamom and caraway
make an entrance and then bow out with true orange peel oil.
Lemon Bitters
Has a decadent aroma of hot lemon tea with honey. Fresh, fruity and dense with
spice, this little blonde has sherbet flavours mingling with coriander seed and a
light touch of toasted cardamom.
Grapefruit Bitters
Bright, complex citrus. A dominant grapefruit aroma and flavour mellows into the
vegetal green flavours of hops. Great for citrus-heavy drinks that may otherwise
feel dull or overly sweet.
Tonic Bitters
Made to provide an authentic Gin and Tonic experience. The combination of
grapefruit, Sicilian lemon, lime and Seville oranges merge perfectly with hints of
juniper berries, orris root and Japanese green tea leaves.

All prices are in Malaysian Ringgit and are subject to 10% service charge

SIGNATURE GIN
The Datai, Dry Gin
42%vol		 35
The compound of herbs and spices starts from a consistent use of Italian juniper
berries, to which are added citrus notes given by the peel of sweet orange, grapefruit
and coriander. The characteristic herbaceous note is made by a small amount of
inflorescences of wormwood and gentian root, while cinnamon and nutmeg enrich
it with a pleasant spice.
Splash Fentimans Connoisseurs Tonic with lime slice and green bell pepper.

All prices are in Malaysian Ringgit and are subject to 10% service charge

JAPAN
Ki No Bi
45.7%vol		 57
A fresh aroma of yuzu, and a thread of sansho that lingers like a morning mist in
a bamboo forest.The juniper complements and showcases the Japanese botanicals.
Ginger root gives a slightly warming, spicy finish.
Splash Fentimans Connoisseurs Tonic with green tea leaf and cut lemongrass.
Ki No Bi, Sei - Navy Strength
54.57%vol		 63
It’s punchy at first on palate, still has the cleanness and harmony that KI NO
BI originally has. Refreshingly floral and aromatic, with but with a real creamy,
full-bodied mouthfeel.
Splash Fentimans Valencian Orange Tonic with dry lemon and cucumber.
Ki No Tea
40%vol		 68
First is the sweet and delicate bouquet on the nose. On the palate, gentle sweetness
like white chocolate spreads slowly, then a distinct juniper flavour comes to the fore.
The finish is long and clean with roasty green tea scents.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic with lemon twist.
Sakurao Original, Japanese Dry
47%vol		 58
On the nose, is the citrus, particularly the yuzu, lemon and orange sweetness. Tiny
glimpse of the green tea on secondary aromas.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic with green tea strips and lemon twist.
Sakurao Limited, Japanese Dry
47%vol		 94
Made with 17 botanicals from the land and sea surrounding. Fresh citrus and
woody juniper notes, with warming spice from wasabi and pepper along with a
subtle salty notes, dry finish.
Splash Fentimans Pink Grapefruit Tonic with ginger and lemon twist.
Suntory, Roku
43%vol		 48
Made using six Japanese botanicals including sakura leaf and sakura flower for
spring, sencha tea and gyokuro tea for summer, sansho pepper for autumn and
yuzu peel for winter.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic with ginger and lime.

All prices are in Malaysian Ringgit and are subject to 10% service charge

SINGAPORE
Brass Lion, Butterfly Pea
40%vol		80
Harmonious blend with lavender and butterfly pea flower. The gin’s deep, rich blue
hue is derived from the Butterfly Pea flower. With the addition of citrus, its colour
changing properties are revealed as it morphs into a soft lilac shade.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic with grapefruits and rosemary.
Brass Lion, Singapore Dry
40%vol		80
Displays the aromatic nature of Asian herbs and spices while retaining the classic
foundations of gin botanicals. Bright and refreshing, with a lightly floral scent and
a slight spiciness with juniper.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic with orange skin and ginger.

SRI LANKA
Colombo No.7
43.1%vol		 42
Powerful aromas of pine needle, curry leaf and citrus peel with air contact releasing
more of the former. Medium long dried herbal finish with trace curry leaf heat in
the aftertaste.
Splash Fentimans Connoisseurs Tonic with lemon and curry leaf.

TAIWAN
Kavalan
40%vol		 57
Rich, pleasingly sweet, and long and full in body. It is well balanced with a
distinctive sweetness from the red-flesh guava, starfruit, and zesty kumquat.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic with lemon twist.

All prices are in Malaysian Ringgit and are subject to 10% service charge

AUSTRALIA
Forty Spotted, Rare Tasmanian
40%vol		 57
Highly aromatic, fresh grated pepper on a floral bed of herbs and spices
underpinning the delightful juniper notes. Rose petals and spicy juniper combined
with a dry, clean and fresh spirit
Splash Fentimans Valencian Orange Tonic with Lemon peel and anise.
Four Pillars, Navy Strength
58.8%vol		 70
The addition of finger limes and the higher proof give the spirit a clean, spicy profile
with notes that include fresh ginger, peppercorns, honey water and exotic flowers.
Splash Fentimans Valencian Orange Tonic with orange and kaffir lime leaf.
Four Pillars, Rare
41.8%vol		 62
Light and sweet juniper notes, supported by touches of chopped mint, fresh citrus
and floral hints. It opens with candied peels and angelica, with warm cinnamon and
white pepper building to a spicy mid palate. Subtle fruity notes throughout.
Splash Fentimans Pink Grapefruit Tonic with orange and mint.
Four Pillars, Spiced Negroni
43%vol		 51
Familiar herbaceous notes mixed with equally familiar dark fruit sweetness on the
nose. A hint of ginger and rhubarb too. Rather festive at first, with cinnamon and
orange.
Splash Fentimans Valencian Orange Tonic with orange and ginger.
Giniversity Botanical Gin
42%vol		48
Handpicked botanicals reflect a unique Native Australian recipe. Pronounced
botanicals include juniper, sandalwood, boronia, lemon myrtle and eucalypt.
Splash Fentimans Valencian Orange Tonic with strawberries and rosemary.
The West Winds, The Cutlass
50%vol		 55
It combines traditional juniper alongside some uniquely Australian elements like
cinnamon myrtle and Australian bush tomato. Handcrafted small batch is the key
to its delicacy.
Splash Fentimans Botanical Tonic with green capsicum.

All prices are in Malaysian Ringgit and are subject to 10% service charge

AUSTRALIA (CONTINUED)
The West Winds, The Broadside, Navy Strength 58%vol		 58
Its intensity of flavour comes from the delicious Sea Parsley seasoned with
Margaret River sea salt. The Broadside Gin was likely the first spirit in the world
to incorporate filtered seawater.
Splash Fentimans Oriental Yuzu Tonic with grapefruits.
Twenty Third Street
40%vol		 59
Aromas are led by juniper, Riverland mandarin and coriander, with hints of spices.
On the palate, juniper is closely followed by a mandarin middle and fresh lime on
the back palate. Spices support with softness and complexity.
Splash Fentimans Connoisseurs Tonic with lime.

NEW ZEALAND
Scapegrace Classic
42.2%vol		 51
12 botanicals are used, many native, and the result is a gin packed full. Spicy
juniper and clove arrive first, and are soon joined by refreshing lemon peels.
Splash Fentimans Oriental Yuzu Tonic with orange skin and star anise.
Scapegrace Gold
57%vol		 51
Rounded and nutty. The mixture of nutmeg spiciness and clove earthiness give it an
almost coffee-esque feel. Cassia and orris take centre stage, joined by lime, juniper
and fennel.
Splash Fentimans Oriental Yuzu Tonic with grapefruits.

All prices are in Malaysian Ringgit and are subject to 10% service charge

CANADA
Ungava
43.1%vol		 51
Hand-picked botanicals include Nordic juniper, cloudberry, crowberry, Labrador
tea and wild rose hips. Peppermint tea, pine and a touch of lemon curd. Floral on
nose.
Splash Fentimans Pink Grapefruit Tonic with grapefruit and lemon skin.

COLOMBIA
Dictador Premium Colombian Aged White Gin 43%vol		 49
The initial aroma is of the juniper and the angelica combined with mint, lemon and
pepper. The secondary aromas of cinnamon, blueberry and ginger merge to create
a classic dry gin.
Splash Fentimans Connoisseurs Tonic with lemon and mint.
Dictador Premium Colombian Aged Black Gin 43%vol		 54
The pleasant aromas and roundness from the tangerine, lemon, mint and pepper,
with the traditional flavours of gin enhanced by the time spent in oak barrels
results in a gin that’s truly unique.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic or “on the rock” with orange peel.

PERU
Gin’ca Peruvian Dry Gin
40%vol		 61
With aromas of peppery spice and menthol, and a superb balance of citrus and
juniper notes. The aftertaste is mild and somewhat herbaceous.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic with lime slice and peppercorn.

All prices are in Malaysian Ringgit and are subject to 10% service charge

USA
Death’s Door
47%vol		 52
Loaded juniper berries up front; spicy, citrusy notes from the coriander seeds in the
mid-palate; and a soft, cooling finish provided by the fennel seeds.
Splash Fentimans Oriental Yuzu Tonic with orange peel.
Brooklyn
40%vol		 57
With big, well-rounded notes of citrus at its core. Bold juniper as it opens, joined
by lime, star anise and some fragrant orris on the nose. Citrus notes, complimented
by lavender and juniper.
Splash Fentimans Connoisseurs Tonic with orange and thyme
Humphrey Bogart
40%vol		40
A natural and floral bouquet with notes of fresh lime, cucumber, ginger, and a
subtle whisper of lavender blossoms. Crisp notes of piney juniper, cilantro, and
zesty citrus.
Splash Fentimans Connoisseurs Tonic with orange and cucumber.
Farmer’s Organic
46.7%vol		 62
Broad brushstrokes of juniper, lemongrass and pepper in the bouquet on the nose.
Creamy mouthfeel; juniper and citrus peel flavours crescendo with subtle spice and
coriander seed.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic with lemongrass and lime.
Ransom
43%vol		 57
Holland genever on the nose. The spices are king in this gin, particularly the
coriander and cardamom. There’s a bit of alcohol heat on the finish.
Splash Fentimans Oriental Yuzu Tonic with cardamom and lemon skin.
Ransom, Old Tom
44%vol		 61
Zesty citrus excitedly leaps out from the glass, followed by fresh pine, juniper and
rich honey on the nose. Bright juniper and pine. Rather floral at points.
Splash Sole SparklingWater or neat with orange zest.
St. George Terroir
45%vol		 84
Forest-driven and earthy. Fresh, with more fir, pine and bay laurel alongside the
coastal sage. Well-structured and moreish. Finished very long with citrus and
lingering herbaceous notes.
Splash Fentimans Pink Botanical Tonic with rosemary.

All prices are in Malaysian Ringgit and are subject to 10% service charge

BELGIUM
Amuerte, Coca Leaf, White Edition
43%vol		88
Added hand-picked Finger Lime, which is an Australian citrus fruit also known
for its caviar-like texture, cardamom, coriander joined by tamarillo from South
America, Szechuan pepper, papaya and dragon fruit.
Splash Fentimans Valencian Orange Tonic with pepper, cardamom and lemon twist.
Amuerte, Coca Leaf, Black Edition
43%vol		 82
Packed with divine notes of coca leaves. The taste ranges from bitter to sweet,
laying a complex aromatic foundation. Followed by wonderful nuances of
tamarillo, dragon fruit and papaya.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic with grapefruit and lemon twist.
Eiling Lim Gawky Galangal Gin
45%vol		 73
Made by Malaysian. Unique, sharp, citrusy, and almost piney flavour that is close
to ginger, but not quite ginger.
Splash Fentimans Valencian Orange Tonic with lime and ginger.
Eiling Lim Nasty Nangka Gin
45%vol		 73
Made by Malaysian. Nangka literally mean “jackfruit” which has a very pungent
sweet aroma and it tastes like a ripe pineapple.
Splash Fentimans Botanical Tonic with lemongrass and chilli.
Eiling Lim Predator Pandan Gin
45%vol		 73
Made by Malaysian. It was tasty with a balance of bitterness and a fine touch of
sweet Pandan note at the end!
Splash Fentimans Botanical Tonic with asam boi.
Forest Spring
42%vol		 61
Refreshing wafts of earthy juniper, white petals and expressive orange peels on
the nose. Rich, earthy, juniper, as well as generous helpings of orange, lemon and
bergamot on palate.
Splash Fentimans Valencian Orange Tonic with rosemary and cranberries.

All prices are in Malaysian Ringgit and are subject to 10% service charge

AUSTRIA
Reisetbauer Blue Gin
43%vol		 49
Citrus join the juniper with Satsuma skin, grapefruit, & lemon followed by
herbaceous note. White pepper and woody coriander influence spicy finish.
Splash Fentimans Pink Grapefruit Tonic with apple and ginger.

FINLAND
Kyrö Napue Rye
43.9%vol		 61
An understated pink peppercorn spice sharpens orange blossom. The palate adds
more floral, Parma Violets and a touch of rich heather, among bolder kicks of spice.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic with rosemary and cranberries.

All prices are in Malaysian Ringgit and are subject to 10% service charge

FRANCE
Bleu D’ Argent, London Dry
40%vol 		 37
Perfect mix of floral & spicy notes. Crisp and fresh floral nose with an uplifting
welcome of juniper, plenty of citrus zing complemented by the gingery spiciness of
coriander.
Splash Fentimans Connoisseurs Tonic with coriander.
Citadelle
44%vol 		 43
Delicate aromas of fresh flowers highlighted by more assertive citric scents.
Herbaceous notes of juniper and anise; then, the spicy cinnamon side softens the
nose, bringing a very gourmand dimension to the gin.
Splash Fentimans Pink Grapefruit Tonic with mint and anise.
G’Vine, Floraison
40%vol 		 52
Smooth, floral, light spicy: bright aromas of cinnamon bark and vibrantly floral
juniper follow through to a glycerous dry-yet-fruity full body with lovely layers of
spice, mint and lemon verbena.
Splash Fentimans Botanical Tonic with lemongrass and orange slice.
G’Vine, Nouaison
45%vol 		 52
Suave, spicy, subtle floral : intense and complex aromas of cinnamon bark, baked
citrus, floral juniper follow through on a round, silky, zesty and robust entry. Sharp
and with a solid character, it finishes with a powerful interplay of juniper, herb
and flowery notes.
Splash Fentimans Oriental Yuzu Tonic with ginger and apple slice.
Le Gin de Christian Drouin
42%vol 		 59
Rose and lemon provide delicacy. Ginger, vanilla, cinnamon and almond give a
smooth, spicy body while cardamom enhances its fruit and roundness in the
mouth. Juniper and apple complement one another with their heavy or high notes,
spicy or crisp.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic with ginger and apple slice.
Le Gin de Christian Drouin, Calvados Cask Finish 42%vol 		 55
A few former calvados casks of 225 litters have been selected to age Le Gin de
Christian Drouin. After 6 months in the casks, it is rounder, more complex, with
even more obvious apple flavours.
Splash Sole Sparkling Water or simply “on the rock”.

All prices are in Malaysian Ringgit and are subject to 10% service charge

GERMANY
Gin Sul, Dry Gin
43%vol		 75
Distilled with lemons, coriander, juniper, rosemary, cinnamon and allspice,
alongside Mediterranean lavender and rock rose. The result is rich and citrusy
gin, with a big hit of floral highlights.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic with lemon peel zest.
Monkey 47, Schwarzwald Dry Gin
47%vol		 68
On the nose is woody, vegetable smells under pin fresh grassy citrus notes and
botanical sweetness, like a pine forest after the rain.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic with lemon, grapefruit and rosemary.
Monkey 47, Schwarzwald Sloe Gin
29%vol		 73
Seasonal flavours of black forest gateau. A mix of earthy, tangy juniper with rich,
sweet red berries. Very refined and balanced. Hints of almond. Nutty, tart finish.
Splash Sole Sparkling Water or simply “on the rock”.
Needle, Blackforest
40%vol		 38
Bucketloads of forest flavours, spruce needles, juniper, mossy tones with a
background of citrus notes. A dry and spicy finish, spruce needles returning.
Splash Fentimans Connoisseurs Tonic with orange peel and lemon.
Niemand, Dry Gin
46%vol		 82
Fresh and floral, with evocative airy notes of lavender and green apple leading to
an overall sweetness, balanced by sandalwood earthiness.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic with apple slice and orange peel.
Ronnefeldt GinT with Morgentau
45%vol		125
This gives the GinT its unmistakable taste: green tea with hints of mango meets
juniper. These flavors caress the gin, making it so unique and perfect.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic with green apple and cinnamon or simply
“on the rock”.

All prices are in Malaysian Ringgit and are subject to 10% service charge

GERMANY (CONTINUED)
The Bitter Truth Pink Gin
47%vol		 69
Complex fruity and floral aromas. The taste is very smooth with distinctive flavors
of juniper berries in the foreground surrounded by spicy flavors of licorice, caraway
and fennel.
Splash Fentimans Pink Grapefruit Tonic with lemon, grapefruit and orange peel.
The Illusionist, Dry Gin
45%vol		 82
Lip-smacking gin that changes colour when combined with tonic - hence the name.
Peppery at first, though with slowly building floral notes from the lavender and
angelica. A flash of orange and grapefruit right at the end.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic with orange peel and black pepper.
Windspiel, Dry Gin
47%vol		 69
Juniper is up front and earthy. Cinnamon and lavender come through clearly too.
Very creamy, with a light spark of lemon flesh at its core.
Splash Fentimans Pink Grapefruit Tonic with lime and ginger.

All prices are in Malaysian Ringgit and are subject to 10% service charge

ITALY
Bottega Bacur
40%vol		 59
Focused and expressive on the nose, perfumed notes of citrus, herbs and spice feature
prominently, along with plenty of juniper. Dry and generous in style.
Splash Fentimans Oriental Yuzu Tonic with orange and star anise.
Gin del Professore Monsieur
43.7%vol		 55
The Monsieur gin is the richer of the range, with classic notes of juniper and citrus
with a little hint of lemon peel and elegant lavender.
Splash Fentimans Valencian Orange Tonic or drink neat with orange and lemon.
Malfy Con Arancia
41%vol		 33
It’s an interesting orange-rose hue and has the juicy, bittersweet aroma of blood
oranges. The flavor leans more toward candied grapefruit peel and a touch of
cardamom comes through as well.
Splash Fentimans Connoisseurs Tonic with orange and grapefruits slice.
Malfy Originale
41%vol		 33
Nice and bright on the nose with a balance of juniper, bright lemon, and a touch of
ginger. On the palate, the juniper flavor is prominent. Citrus, along with floral and
bright spice notes like coriander are also present.
Splash Fentimans Valencian Orange Tonic with orange peel and ginger.
Pilzer Gin Pilz
40%vol		 41
Aromas of fresh juniper, most notably lemon peel and orange zest, with other herbs
adding to its complexity and persistence.
Splash Fentimans Connoisseurs Tonic with lemon twist.

All prices are in Malaysian Ringgit and are subject to 10% service charge

NETHERLANDS
Bols 21 Century Genever
42%vol		 63
Co-created by the Lucas Bols Master Distiller & Casper Reinders, an icon in the
Amsterdam bar industry. Creamy aromas of malt and spice, hints of berry fruits,
hops and a little citrus. Grassy palate with sourdough bread, juniper, barley and
pepper.
Splash Fentimans Valencian Orange Tonic with orange peel or simply “on the
rock”.
Bols 18 Barrel Aged Genever
40%vol		 63
Medium body to heavy body, bready/malt like entry with lots of spice and some
weight and mouth feel. Mild tingling on the lips and tongue with a long spicy and
herbal finish that is slightly sweet.
Splash Soda with orange peel or simply “on the rock”.
No.3, London Dry
46%vol		 60
Made to a special recipe, the name No.3 refers to the address of BBR. With juniper
at its heart, it’s also made with three fruits and three spices.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic with grapefruit and lemon skin.

All prices are in Malaysian Ringgit and are subject to 10% service charge

SPAIN
Akori
42%vol		 43
Lovely fresh notes with a hint of sweetness. Intensive, fruity fresh, tasty and well
balanced with flavours of dragon fruit & kumquats.
Splash Fentimans Pink Grapefruit Tonic with ginger and green tea.
Fever Island
40%vol		44
Impresses with fruity, herbal notes and a delicate taste. Made from more than ten
botanicals of orange and lemon trees, lemon verbena, fennel, & others.
Splash Fentimans Connoisseurs Tonic with lemon.
Gin Eva, Mallorca
45%vol		 62
Huge burst of Mediterranean citrus, with lemon and orange standing out
alongside juniper and hints of balancing earthiness and spices from the traditional
gin botanicals.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic with orange peel and clove.
Gin Mare, Mediterranean
42.7%vol		 78
It smells herbaceous, with resinous juniper and thyme dominating. Olives are also
apparent. To taste, more juniper with a burst of basil, rosemary and thyme emerge
as well as coriander.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic with olive, rosemary and orange peel.
Macaronesian White Gin
40%vol		 49
Soft and easy. A pleasant mouthfeel and citrus and spice character resulting in a
smooth, fruity gin with fresh herbal hints notably juniper and cardamom.
Splash Fentimans Pink Grapefruit Tonic with orange slice and lemon twist.
Tann’s
40%vol 		 43
Among others 10 botanicals were used for the production: juniper berries,
coriander, cucumber, rose petals, cardamom, mandarin and lemon peels, blossoms,
liquorice and raspberry.
Splash Fentimans Valencian Orange Tonic with strawberry.
Only
43%vol 		44
Produced with 100% neutral grain spirits and infused with 11 botanicals that give
it a special touch of jasmine, veronica, violet, rose petals, lavender, orange blossom,
mallow & lemon balm.
Splash Fentimans Pink Grapefruit Tonic with strawberry and grapefruit.
All prices are in Malaysian Ringgit and are subject to 10% service charge

ENGLAND
Ableforth’s Bathtub, Old Tom
42.4%vol		 52
This is fruity and sweet on the nose with pronounced botanical notes. The light
sweetness seems to add body to this, and develop some of orange flavours.
Splash Fentimans Oriental Yuzu Tonic or neat with lime.
Ableforth’s Bathtub, Sloe Gin
33.8%vol		 61
Marzipan and juniper waft up with waves of cinnamon and hot clove on nose.
Citrus swirls in the background, dancing with aromas of freshly baked cakes.
Almond and berries on the entry.
Splash Sole Sparkling Water with orange and star anise.
Beefeater, London Dry
47%vol		 33
A light citrus creates a soft hit on the nose, with juniper following slowly after with
a very light hint of spice. A long aftertaste, more dominant hit of lemon citrus on
the palate.
Splash Fentimans Connoisseurs Tonic with lemon and orange.
Beefeater 24, London Dry
47%vol		 42
Unique ingredients used are Japanese Sencha Tea, Chinese green tea and then
Seville orange peel, grapefruit peel, lemon peel & other herbs.
Splash Fentimans Oriental Yuzu Tonic with grapefruit and black pepper.
Berkeley Square, London Dry
40%vol		 69
Striking, very inviting bright lemon, some juniper and a touch of floral sweetness,
violets and lavender. Smells contemporary with a couple of classic botanicals
making their appearance.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic with kefir lime leaf and coriander.
Bloom, London Dry
40%vol		 62
Distinctive aromas of chamomile, honeysuckle and pomelo, combine to give a fresh
and fragrant gin. On palate, distinctively light and floral gin, with a touch of
sweetness, giving way to an irresistibly smooth finish.
Splash Fentimans Connoisseurs Tonic with strawberries and lemon twist.

All prices are in Malaysian Ringgit and are subject to 10% service charge

ENGLAND (CONTINUED)
Broker’s, London Dry
40%vol		 38
Clean on the nose with a light, fragrant citrus aroma followed by hints of spice.
Smooth juniper flavours blended with strong orange on the palate.
Splash Fentimans Connoisseurs Tonic with lime and coriander.
Bombay Sapphire, London Dry
47%vol		 38
Notes of juniper, angelica and coriander & ambrette is apparent. Jammy from
hibiscus to taste, with piquant spice, bergamot and ambrette seeds offer an exotic
twist.
Splash Fentimans Connoisseurs Tonic with lime, mint and strawberry.
Bombay Sapphire, London Dry
47%vol		 38
Notes of juniper, angelica and coriander & ambrette is apparent. Jammy from
hibiscus to taste, with piquant spice, bergamot and ambrette seeds offer an exotic
twist.
Splash Fentimans Connoisseurs Tonic with lime, mint and strawberry.
Bombay, Star of Bombay, London Dry
47%vol		 55
Adding a rich new dimension to original recipe. Ambrette seeds, solely sourced from
Ecuador and gently dried bergamot orange peel hand-picked in Calabria.
Splash Fentimans Connoisseurs Tonic with orange wheel.
Bulldog, London Dry
40%vol		 38
Made with poppy, dragon eye, lotus leaves, citrus, almond, lavender. Nose is
slightly floral with lavender, juniper, and a bit of citrus. Some lime and a bit of’
sweet orange zest.
Splash Fentimans Pink Grapefruit Tonic with lemon and orange twist.
Cotswolds
46%vol		 58
Light, floral juniper blends well with the Cotswolds lavender. Opening with
grapefruit, fresh juniper and black pepper, followed by herbaceous notes of bay
leaf, coriander and angelica.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic with lime, lemon zest and orange.
Dodd’s
49.9%vol		 63
Notes of bracken and raspberry bush, hint of jasmine and some cardamom depth
of the nose. Thick textured with a hit of fresh lime zest, juniper and just a hint of
that honey.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic with lemon zest and cardamom.
All prices are in Malaysian Ringgit and are subject to 10% service charge

ENGLAND (CONTINUED)
Fords, London Dry
45%vol		 53
Juniper, coriander and angelica root up front with developing layers of citrus,
jasmine, and hints of vanilla in the back. Very pleasant on the nose, bright, and
aromatic. Light sweetness on tip of the tongue. Notes of orris and angelica roots.
Splash Fentimans Connoisseurs Tonic with grapefruits and lemon slice.
Gordon’s, London Dry
43%vol		 30
Instant citrus aromas on the nose creating a very fresh experience. Quite dry on the
palate, with lots of citrus lemon flavours hitting first.
Splash Fentimans Pink Botanical Tonic with grapefruit and star anise.
Gunroom, London Dry
43%vol		 62
Matured in ex whisky barrels for 45-60 days. Fruity at first - handfuls of citrus
peels and red berries. Soon grows vanilla-rich, with a light herbaceousness hiding
at its core.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic with lemon and lime or neat.
Opihr Oriental Spiced, London Dry
40%vol		44
Coriander and citrus, gentle juniper and peppery on the nose. More discernible
spiciness and juniper with plenty of coriander of palate. Finished with refreshing
citrus and spice.
Splash Fentimans Connoisseurs Tonic with orange and cardamom.
Martin Miller’s, London Dry
45.2%vol		 52
Juniper aromas swirl well with short, sharp hints of citrus on the nose, whilst the
palate enjoys a rich yet smooth flavour of spice and citrus.
Splash Fentimans Valencian Orange Tonic with cucumber and strawberry.
Martin Miller’s Westbourne
40%vol		 61
Citrus leads the nose, soon joined by spicy hints of coriander and cinnamon.
Juniper picks up on the palate, fresh and lively. Orange notes continue, not quite
as pronounced. Mouth-filling.
Splash Fentimans Connoisseurs Tonic with lime.
Mombasa Club, London Dry
41.5%vol		60
Slightly sweet on the tongue with a well-balanced unfolding in the mouth. Herbal
sensations, light citric, anis tones and the strong botanic species. With a long,
bitter finish.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic with apple slice and orange zest.
All prices are in Malaysian Ringgit and are subject to 10% service charge

ENGLAND (CONTINUED)
Sipsmith V.J.O.P.
57.7% vol		 77
Junipery pine and cedarwood dominate with hints of zesty orange. Big juniper
upfront with rich spice and notes of dark chocolate. Long and dry with a lovely
balance.
Splash Fentimans Pink Grapefruit Tonic with lemon and coriander.
Sipsmith’s, London Dry
41.6%vol		 63
Floral, summer meadow notes, followed by mellow rounded juniper and zesty,
citrus freshness on nose. Gentle mouthfeel, with initial dry juniper joined by
growing sweetness, showing lemon tart and orange marmalade.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic with lime.
Tanqueray, London Dry
47%vol		 37
Very fresh and smooth on the nose with slight hints of juniper and citrus coming
through. A good hit of liquorice is present on the palate.
Splash Fentimans Connoisseurs Tonic with mint and orange zest.
Tanqueray 10
47%vol		 39
An incredible small batch London dry gin made in pot still number 10. Tanqueray
10 giving it a crisp, full-bodied flavour with grapefruit and lime being notable on
the palate.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic with lime and apple.
Tanqueray Malacca
40%vol		 59
Intense spices on the nose with hints of citrus zest, allspice and lemon curd. A little
pine needle on the nose. Thick spices with barley sugar, boiled sweets and earthy
juniper.
Splash Fentimans Oriental Yuzu Tonic with ginger, mint and orange.

All prices are in Malaysian Ringgit and are subject to 10% service charge

ENGLAND (CONTINUED)
The London No. 1, Original Blue Gin
47%vol		 51
Variety of traditional botanicals including cinnamon, orange root and angelica
alongside less-common ingredients like gardenia and bergamot, which explains its
distinct aromas of Earl Grey tea.
Splash Fentimans Pink Grapefruit Tonic with orange peel and anise.
Thomas Dakin Manchester, London Dry
42%vol		 59
At first sniff, the overwhelming scent is of citrus – sherbet lemon and grapefruit.
Then comes the spiciness of the cubeb, combined with earthy notes from the red cole.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic with orange zest.
Whitley Neill, London Dry
43%vol		 52
Very spicy and rich. Juniper upfront, with hints of perfumed, coriander leaves,
calves leather and citrus on nose. Thick with cassia bark, cut herbs, acacia honey
and citrus on palate.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic Water with orange.
Williams Elegant
48%vol		 62
In their bespoke gin still, elderflower, juniper, Bramley apple and angelica, plus
secret wild botanicals from their meadow and fresh water from their well.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic with apple and cinnamon.
Williams Sloe & Mulberry
29%vol		 73
Bursting with cherries, stone fruit and subtle almond notes. Rich blackcurrants and
a good, sharp hit of sloe berries on the palate.
Splash Sole Sparkling Water with orange and cardamom.

All prices are in Malaysian Ringgit and are subject to 10% service charge

SCOTLAND
Botanist
46%vol		 58
The taste is rich and mellow; cool on entry then the back palate you can feel the
warmth and absolute purity of unhurried distillation.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic with lemon, mint leaf and thyme.
Caorunn
42%vol		 41
Caorunn made with a combination of traditional and handpicked botanicals
including rowan berry, heather, coul blush apple and dandelion.
Splash Fentimans Connoisseurs Tonic with apple.
Eden Mill St. Andrews – Original, London Dry 42%vol		 51
Original gin is made from Fife’s indigenous seabuckthorn berry. Balanced tart
flavours with a citrus nose and delicate midpoints.
Splash Fentimans Connoisseurs Tonic with grapefruit wedges.
Eden Mill St. Andrews – Love, Pink Gin
42%vol		 53
Outstanding blend of local botanicals and exotic fruits. Pale colour when poured
and when diluted, sweet vanilla and floral notes are brought out.
Splash Fentimans Connoisseurs Tonic with strawberries.
Eden Mill St. Andrews – Golf, Botanically Rich 42%vol		 53
Hints of juniper pine in a forest of lavender and spruce trees. There is a slight tang
of the sea that underlies it. The heather and lavender add a floral note.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic with basil & mint.
Eden Mill St. Andrews – Oak
46%vol		 53
Rich oak spiced gin with notes of caramel, vanilla, and a touch of fudge. Also
brown honey toast finishing on sweet caramel, vanilla and sugarcane.
Splash Ginger Ale with orange slice.
Eden Mill St. Andrews – Hop
46%vol		 53
Balanced between floral, coriander and light hoppy notes, a soft tropical fruit
follows with an undercurrent of juniper. Smooth, hoppy and fresh apricot notes
balanced with a refreshing crisp bitterness.
Splash Fentimans Valencian Orange Tonic with ginger & lime.

All prices are in Malaysian Ringgit and are subject to 10% service charge

SCOTLAND (CONTINUED)
Edinburgh, Elderflower
20%vol		 57
The palate has all the elderflower sweetness you could want, tempered by gin’s
naturally dry character. Lingering hints of pear, peach and grapefruit zest.
Splash Fentimans Pink Grapefruit Tonic with orange peel and lemongrass.
Edinburgh, Rhubarb & Ginger
20%vol		 57
Perfectly balanced juniper-forward gin is full of natural flavour. Aromas of
rhubarb are complemented by a lift of spice, leading to a smooth, full finish.
Splash Fentimans Oriental Yuzu Tonic with kaffir lime leaf and lemon twist.
Edinburgh, Raspberry
20%vol		 57
Definitive red berry aromas balance sweet ripeness with a tart edge. It is viscous
and intensely flavoured, bursting with red berry fruit.
Splash Fentimans Connoisseurs Tonic with strawberries or simply “on the rock”.
Edinburgh, Seaside
43%vol		 57
The gin has a pleasing sweetness and light salinity on the nose. On the palate,
bold juniper is balanced against sweet minerality, grassy notes and a hint of spice.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic with olives and rosemary.
Edinburgh, Pomegranate & Rose
43%vol		 57
Light and fragrant, evocative of sugar-dusted Turkish Delight. Softly floral, its
gentle warmth tempered by lingering fruit flavours and a light citrus lift.
Splash Fentimans Botanical Tonic with strawberry.
Hendrick’s
44%vol		 58
Slightly sweet and silky smooth, with a burst of juniper and citrus set against fresh
green flavour. This followed is by cumin, cracked black paper and salty liquorice.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic with star anise and cucumber.

All prices are in Malaysian Ringgit and are subject to 10% service charge

SCOTLAND (CONTINUED)
Hendrick’s, Midsummer Solstice (Limited Release) 43.4%vol		60
The nose has notes of juniper mingling with delicate floral aromas, orange blossoms
and zesty lemon notes. The palate offers notes of summer flowers that complement
the classic juniper, spice and rose petal notes of Hendrick’s gin.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic Tonic with cucumber and orange.
Jinzu
41.3%vol		125
On the nose citrus from the yuzu together with juniper are evident. On the palate
a good juniper and citrus flavour gives way to some floral notes from the cherry
blossom. There is some warmth towards the end and it’s here that the sake comes
through to create a smooth finish.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic with green apples and anise.

IRELAND
Drumshanbo Gunpowder
43%vol		 56
Taking its name from one of the signature botanicals, slowly dried Gunpowder tea,
along with other ingredients. The kaffir lime, oriental grapefruit & Chinese lemon
are vapor infused.
Splash Fentimans Oriental Yuzu Tonic with grapefruit and lime.
Glendalough, Wild Botanical
41%vol		 46
On the palate, it starts cool and mellow, then rushes to summer flowers in full
bloom. Hints of autumn fruits give way to warm winter spices and a long, sylvan
finish.
Splash Fentimans Premium Indian Tonic with twist of lemon and a sprig of mint.

All prices are in Malaysian Ringgit and are subject to 10% service charge

